Women's Volleyball
Rages to a 2-0 Start

By Pareen Dhalla
and Anne Heibel

The MIT women's volleyball team, last season's Eastern College Athletic Conference champions, steered into the '94 season with back-to-back wins against Tufts University and Smith College.

MIT defeated the Tufts Jumbos on Sunday night, Sept. 11 in a stifling Du Pont Gymnasium. Tech outplayed the Jumbos to take the match 3 games to 1. In front of an enthusiastic crowd, this season's team provided some exciting entertainment with these four close games.

The following Saturday, the Engineers took an easy three-game win against the Smith Pioneers. The Engineers took an easy three-game win against the Smith Pioneers.

A tight first half saw FC Zaire have slightly more of the play. Nonetheless, a quick breakaway late in the half resulted in Franz Menard's goal being parried away in desperation by the Zaire goalie for a corner. MIT came back to dominate as the second half wore on and the Zaire players tired.

A 20-yard shot from Jerome Ghermanore G dipped fiercely to clip the corner. Tony Dias G also blasted a dipping shot to the far post which the Zaire goalie somehow managed to parry wide.

The best chance to score came when confusion between the Zaire goalie and a defender resulted in the ball being cleared to Harry Bishop G standing alone at the edge of the penalty box. He connected perfectly but his screamer of a shot unfortunately hit the goalkeeper square in the chest.

Given that MIT probably had the better of the few chances to score that arose, they probably will consider that they played their cards appropriately in what was going to be a tricky fixture versus an unpredictable opposition. While a loss would have probably ended MIT's title ambitions, a tied game certainly doesn't put the team out of contention.

MIT Sloan School of Management

will host a master's admission information session

for juniors interested in the
Simultaneous Degree Program

and seniors interested in the
Deferred Admission Program

Friday, September 23
at 4:00 p.m. in 371-329

Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse. When you drink, get a ride with a friend. It’s the best call you can make.
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THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Call today: 617/558-2828
Courses in Cambridge Starting Soon!

OK graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NET. It's simple. Give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your Career/NET enrollment kit—a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step instructions—is $99.95. To be in the next nationwide distribution to employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539.

Career/NET

+A $4.95 for shipping and handling